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EDMOND JABES:
RABBI-POET OF THE BOOK
Terry Veling
ABSTRACT

(Paper suhsequently published in Pacifica 7- Fchruary, 191>4)
The paper locates the writings of F-d m<md .labcs in the cont ext of the
Rahhinic interpretive tradition. Thi. tradition has been suppressed
throughout much of We. te rn history under the dominance of Christjan
and ( ircck cons1nwls of rca Ut y. The paper suggests that the history of
interpretation has been shaped by the . chism between Jews and
'hristian& and their difk rcnt under. landings of the interpretation of
text . It
!>orne contrasts between Western and Rabbi nic
interpretive tradition. , suggesting that whereas the Christian meta phor
of 'fuJfilmcnt ' has influenced much of Western interpretive practice, the
Jewish metaphor of 'exile' run. a. a count er-history to the dominant
Christian Lradititln.
Thi 'exilic hermeneutic i!. central to Jabc-s writings. It alludes to
all that is amhiguou. di. tortctl, inco mplete; untold, unw ritten, unsa id in
life - and all those voices who have been excluded from our
mainstream conversations. It is also a hermeneutic that evokes a
longing, a wandering desire a deep questioning thac in the enJ ca n
sustain us ca n help u. urvi ve. There i. much that keep!> tt !. tied to the
arri ved, the
dominant order, the seUied truth of having
exclusicm of those who do not belong. .Jabcs points us to a wandering.
nomadic truth that know. ah. encc and the desert yet is su. ta ined by
an open, indete rminate bo1)k rather than a closed, completed book.
The paper crea tively places JabC,c;' writ ings in the ma rgins of the
text - a demonstration or the Rabbinic pra ·rice that the text which
gives rise t
interpretation i intimately intwined with the
interpretation it. elf. Jabe eme rges a a contemporary Rabbi-poet of
the ook , a deep and profound commcnlator oo the Bo k of
Que. tions' through which our existence strives - in all its pain and
ambiguity, and it continual yearning and hope.
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